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“With OMRT it is possible to “With OMRT it is possible to 
quickly and flexibly predict quickly and flexibly predict 
the feasibility of building in the feasibility of building in 
complex and dense cities.”complex and dense cities.”

“OMRT has great tools that “OMRT has great tools that 
will definitely help us reach our will definitely help us reach our 
high end development goals of high end development goals of 
2030.”2030.”

Data driven design by smart digital applications
mrtmrto

We are a digital group that delivers the 
highest standard of design tools that 
improve the built environment. We do this 
by programming deep building technical 
knowledge into smart computational 
algorithms that can be coupled to 3D 
designs. These algorithms calculate the 
technical aspects fast, integrally, and 
visually.
Within today’s design processes a design 
is first made and then assessed on its 
performance. As a result, current design 
is not about creativity and exploration 
of ideas but about repetitive tasks and 
reworks. Our systems assess first what 
would work best on the project and then 
steer the design seamlessly to a high 
performance.
The first main advantage of our system 
is that we generate design variants 
parametrically and compute the results 
for each single variant, enabling insights in 
all possibilities of the project so you can 
weigh all important aspects to your own 
preferences. 
Secondly, everything is presented in both 
numbers and as 3D images, making the 
results easier to interpret and understand. 
Thirdly, by coupling multiple algorithms at 

the same time, a design can be calculated 
integrally with several disciplines 
simultaneously, providing a holistic 
approach to finding the optimal solution. 
Finally, our algorithms can be equally 
easily applied to both the conceptual- and 
advanced stages of your project, providing  
valuable information at the right moment 
in the process. 
With a team of 18 skilled IT & building 
engineers we serve the market with great 
enthusiasm. We incorporate the values 
of our systems smoothly in every project 
and have been referred to as the lubricant 
of the project team. We work with a 
standard priced voucher system for each 
computational run wherein we compute as 
many design variants as needed and can 
attach multiple technical analyses at once.
Up to now, we have completed over 50 
projects, accelerating our clients towards 
their end goal. Our systematic approach 
has even cleared some unreasonable 
regulations or contradictory project 
demands from municipalities or other 
stakeholders by visualising the infeasibility 
of the problem at stake.
With OMRT we go for optimal solutions 
through showing correct data.
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“With a strong team of 18 people we are able to run and analyse projects as we’d have “With a strong team of 18 people we are able to run and analyse projects as we’d have 
the capacity of a team of 100.”the capacity of a team of 100.”

Ammar Ibrahim (Computational Developer)Ammar Ibrahim (Computational Developer)

“Amazing speed and integrality, that’s how we would describe OMRT”“Amazing speed and integrality, that’s how we would describe OMRT”

Information Driven Design: The strategic knowledge build-up by advanced digital tools

e
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state.
high speed assessment of your design potential

service
Module 1 - Urban Data Extraction

Site Data ExplorationSite Data Exploration

See all available data sets for your project site, ranging from satellite data to building administrative data to local regulatory 
datasets. Combine these layers to create new insights before starting a project.
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Urban DesignUrban Design

Module 2 - Urban Massing Study

Urban Design VariantsUrban Design Variants

You provide us with the project’s boundary conditions and limitations. Think of parameters such as the FSI, GSI, OSR, sight 
angle restrictions, maximum heights or dedicated functionalities within the plan. In return you receive a set of variants that all 
fall within the preconditions, after which you can assess the optimal solution easily. Even if something in your project changes 
later on, you can go back to these all-inclusive variants and pick your new optimum again, massively decreasing rework-time.
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Building DesignBuilding Design

Module 3 - Conceptual design layout

Building program & FinanceBuilding program & Finance

Structure & ServicesStructure & Services

Determine the efficiency of your (conceptual) program layout through adjusting factors like: apartment types, apartment 
sizes, apartment positioning, program divisions, facade widths, the parking norm and rental or buying prices. Ostate generates 
variants that comply with the Eurocodes (fire safety, minimum dimensions) automatically and returns financial outcomes as 
the total income, construction costs, gross annual yield and residual land value.

Within the conceptual design layout, change the structural span, the corridor positioning and the core positioning to optimise 
your design even better.
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Parking designParking design

Material RationaliserMaterial Rationaliser

Module 3.1 - Full parking layout

Module of detailing

COMING SOONCOMING SOON
We are building a feature that includes materials to the automated design solutions. Your design gets thereby automatically 
fitted to the correct sizes of available building elements and materials. We will start with the structural elements and facades 
and add new building element types afterwards.

Automated parking generationAutomated parking generation
Assess several parking solutions that comply to the Eurocodes and generate the parking spot layout automatically to see 
what would be most beneficial. 
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high speed building physics consultancy

mrtmrtorecent works 

.servicemrtmrto

WindWind

EnergyEnergy AccousticsAccoustics

Annual average wind speeds
Activities maps

Outdoor wind comfort maps 
and more...

BENG-Requirements
U-Value calculation

Thermal indoor climate
and more...

Reverbation time
Noise analysis

Direct LightDirect Light RadiationRadiation

DayLightDayLight

Sunlight hours analysis
Shadow analysis

Annual Glare Potential

Direct and diffuse radiation
PAR analysis

Daylight Factor (NEN-EN 17037)
Spatial Daylight Autonomy

Daylight Illuminance
and more...
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WindWind Windhazard (based on NEN8100)
Outdoor wind comfort maps (FFD)
Outdoor wind comfort maps (CFD)
Vegetation impact analysis
Lawson Criteria Annual Average Activities maps (CFD)

RadiationRadiation Direct and diffuse radiation
PAR analysis (Photosynthetically Active Radiation)

Direct LightDirect Light Sunlight hours analysis (NTO Norm)
Shadow analysis (NTO Norm)
Annual Glare Potential
Direct Light on Facades

EnergyEnergy BENG-Requirements
U-Value calculation
Thermal indoor climate
PV Panels (Photovoltaic potential)
Direct and Diffuse solar radiation of facade surfaces

AcousticsAcoustics

OtherOther

Reverbation time
Noise analysis

MPG-score
IPG CO2-score
Shortest Path Analysis (Fire)

DaylightDaylight Daylight Factor (NEN-EN 17037)
Spatial Daylight Autonomy
Daylight Illuminance
Glare Potentials
Artificial light calculation
Annual glare potential
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VORM Holding BV
Confidential location in The Hague, NLConfidential location in The Hague, NL



FSI means the ratio between 

the area of a covered floor (Built 

up Area) to the area of that 

plot (land) on which a building 

stands.

4.24.2
FSI

Floor Space Index
measuring urban density

4141
%

View of Sky
Facades with >50% view

Shows that more than one-third 

of facade surface have 50% or 

more view of the sky. 
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Urban density

View (sky exposure)

percentage
15 403025 5020 45<10 35



6.56.5
hrs./day

Solar Hours
Average hours for one day

The average Shadow hours 

for the period from 19th of 

February till the 21st of October 

fullfils the requirement provided 

by TNO light standard to have 

shadow for  >2 Hrs.

Exposure to sunlight

wind speeds (m/s)
0 3.0 6.0 9.0 13.512.010.57.54.52.5 > 15.0
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hrs./day
1 5420 3 7 >96 8

Urban wind comfort

Urban wind comfort is calcu-

lated to indicate which wind 

speeds are good to clear heat 

and which are bad that creat any 

nuisance. Wind speeds between 

5 and 8 m/s are considered com-

fortable, speeds above 9 m/s 

bothersome.

8.28.2
m/s

Wind speeds
Pedestrian level wind speeds



4141
%

View of Sky
Facades with >50% view

Shows that more than one-third 

of facade surface have 50% or 

more view of the sky. 

View (sky exposure)

13

illuminance (lux)
>100 300 500 700 1000900800600400200 >1100

Pedestrian level wind speeds

A ratio between the net usable 

area versus the gross area of 

the apartment floor.

7272
%

Net/gross ratio
optimal amount of m2

Net gross ratio of area
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Binckhorst Ontwikkeling BV
Binck City Park in The Hague, NLBinck City Park in The Hague, NL



wind speeds (m/s)

Wind speeds (m/s)

0

0

3.0

3.0

6.0

6.0

9.0

9.0

13.5

13.5

12.0

12.0

10.5

10.5

7.5

7.5

4.5

4.5

2.5

2.5

> 15.0

> 15.0
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7.57.5
m/s

Wind speeds
Pedestrian level wind speeds

Urban wind comfort is calcu-

lated to indicate which wind 

speeds are good to clear heat 

and which are bad that creat any 

nuisance. Wind speeds between 

5 and 8 m/s are considered com-

fortable, speeds above 9 m/s 

bothersome.

Urban wind comfort is calcu-

lated to indicate which wind 

speeds are good to clear heat 

and which are bad that creat any 

nuisance. Wind speeds between 

5 and 8 m/s are considered com-

fortable, speeds above 9 m/s 

bothersome.

9.89.8
m/s

Wind speeds
Pedestrian level wind speeds

15

Urban wind comfort high tower

Urban wind comfort low tower
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energy demand (kWh/m2)
0 8050

percentage
15 4030 5525 5020 45<10 35 >60

View (sky exposure)

Energy balance

The energy requirement is cal-

culated using a method that is 

in line with BENG1, the stan-

dard for determining the energy 

requirement. The calculation’s 

goals is energy neutrality.

45.145.1
kWh/m2.yr

Energy demand
QHeat & QCool (BENG1)

Shows that more than one-third 

of facade surface have 50% or 

more view of the sky. 

41.241.2
%

View of Sky
Facades with >50% view



average lux values 
0 - 320 320 - 640 640 - 920 920 - 1280 1280 - 1600

5555
%

Daylight
Amount of apartments > 600lux

Show a percentage of the 

amount of apartments  that re-

ceive more than 600 lux.
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Daylight apartment quality

illuminance (lux)
>100 300 500 700 1000900800600400200 >1100

Daylight

The value obtained in percent-

age of floor with illuminance of 

>750 lux shows that it fulfills 

the maximum criteria as per 

NEN-EN 17037 for having 750 

lux for more than 50% .

6868
%

Daylight
% of floor area >300luxFacades with >50% view
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BOOMBuilds BV
Into the Woods in Apeldoorn, NLInto the Woods in Apeldoorn, NL



6.56.5
hrs./day

Solar Hours
Average hours for one day

The average Shadow hours 

for the period from 19th of 

February till the 21st of October 

fullfils the requirement provided 

by TNO light standard to have 

shadow for  >2 Hrs.

19

hrs./day
1 4 83 720 6 10 >125 9 11

Exposure to sunlight

Outdoor acoustics

dB(A)
55 706560<50 >75

The calculation is made consid-

ering the Sound Pressure Level 

of vehicles from the highways 

and roadways as 70&60dB 

respectively. 

47.947.9
dB(A)

Sound Pressure Level
sound pressure on facades
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PV potential facades

PV potential roofs

percentage
10 40 8030 70200 6050 90 100

percentage
10 40 8030 70200 6050 90 100

Showing percentage of surface 

area that is capable of producing 

energy of more than 

800 kWh/m2.

Showing percentage of surface 

area that is capable of producing 

energy of more than 

800 kWh/m2.

26.526.5
%

83.183.1
%

PV energy potential

PV energy potential

% facade area with > 800 kWh/m2

% facade area with > 800 kWh/m2
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Daylight

illuminance (lux)
>100 300 500 700 1000900800600400200 >1100

% facade area with > 800 kWh/m2

% facade area with > 800 kWh/m2

percentage
15 4030 5525 5020 45<10 35 >60

View - sky exposure

3939
%

View of Sky
Facades with >50% view

Shows that more than one-third 

of facade surface have 50% or 

more view of the sky. 

The value obtained in percent-

age of floor with illuminance of 

>750 lux shows that it fulfills 

the maximum criteria as per 

NEN-EN 17037 for having 750 

lux for more than 50% .

4545
%

Daylight
% of floor area >750lux
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Shadow

UTCI (heat islands)

hrs./day

2 8640 10 14

°C
11.6 16.4 22.814.8 21.213.2<10 19.6 <2618.0 24.4

The average Shadow hours for 

the period from 19th of February 

till the 21st of October fullfils 

the requirement provided by TNO 

light standard to have shadow 

for  >2 Hrs.

Major values on each grid cells 

and the average value on each 

grid cells lies between 9 to 26 

°C, this indicates no thermal 

stress is experienced.

7.17.1
hrs

17.117.1
˚C

Shadow

UTCI Score

Average number of hours

Average temperature
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Energy balance

PV analyses detailed

Energy demand (kWh/m2)

PV yield (kWh/m2)

0

0

80

80

50

50

Average number of hours

Average temperature

12.312.3
kWh/m2.yr

PV Yield
Total yield of the whole building

With the PV analysis, following 

outputs are obtained that help 

in analysing the PV panels in 

terms of total energy yield, cost 

investment and energy returns.

The energy requirement is cal-

culated using a method that is 

in line with BENG1, the stan-

dard for determining the energy 

requirement. The calculation’s 

goals is energy neutrality.

45.145.1
kWh/m2.yr

Energy demand
QHeat & QCool (BENG1)



COD Real Estate B.V.
Amstelkwartier in Amsterdam, NLAmstelkwartier in Amsterdam, NL

Exterior render image of proposed project by 
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Energy balance

The energy requirement is cal-

culated using a method that is 

in line with BENG1, the stan-

dard for determining the energy 

requirement. The calculation’s 

goals is energy neutrality.

59.159.1
kWh/m2.yr

Energy demand
QHeat & QCool (BENG1)

748748
lux

Daylight
Average amount of lux

Showing the average amount of 

lux per floor in the building.

Daylight apartment quality

kWh/m2

illuminance (lux)

0.61

240

0.69

590

0.77

1070

0.67

480

0.75

950

0.65

360

<0.59

<100

0.73

830

>0.81

<1300

0.71

710

0.79

1190
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Energy balance Analysis & resultsAnalysis & results

Total score energy balance in kWh/mTotal score energy balance in kWh/m22/year all with roof PV setting of 30˚/year all with roof PV setting of 30˚

Variant #21
70/30 open-closed

Variant #10 
70/30 open-closed

Variant #21 
45/55 open-closed

Variant #10 
45/55 open-closed

Energy balanceEnergy balance
The yearly energy balance is calculated by adding three energy statements: 1) the energy consumption from the electrical equipment and mechanical systems, 

2) the thermal energy losses through the facade to outside, 3) the energy gain from the PVs. 
The energy simulation is based on the NTA8800 and LEEDv4 standard.

45.845.8
kWh/m2/year

 E-balance E-balance

25.825.8
kWh/m2/year

E-balanceE-balance

42.542.5
kWh/m2/year

E-balanceE-balance

29.129.1
kWh/m2/year

E-balanceE-balance

Best result of Energy Balance with variant #10 and 45/55 open-closed

10

Daylight Analysis & resultsAnalysis & results

DaylightDaylight
The amount of daylight is calculated by the amount of light that reaches the floor on average for all days in a year. The daylight is based on an overcast sky 

situation, meaning that the simulation is slightly cloudy giving equally divided light over the sky. The daylight simulation is based on NEN2057 standard.

Total score amount of daylight in luxTotal score amount of daylight in lux

958958
lux

10051005
lux

610610
lux

641641
lux

Best result of daylight with variant #10 and 70/30 open-closed

Variant #21
70/30 open-closed

Variant #10 
70/30 open-closed

Variant #21
45/55 open-closed

Variant #10 
45/55 open-closed
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Comfort

Materiality (CO2)

3939
kg CO2/m2

CO2 score
Amount of materials CO2 footprint

The CO2 abatement cost of 50 

Euros per metric tonne is taken 

into consideration as recom-

mended by High level commision 

on carbon prices, World bank 

guidelines, 2020.

PPD is an empirical based pre-

diction method that scores the 

most probable sensation of 

building occupants compared to 

a neutral level of temperature, 

air speed, relative humidity, and 

amount of light.

3131
%

PPD
% people dissatisfied

kg CO2/m2

PPD (%)

20

3

80

10

160

23

60

8

140

20

40

5

0

0

120

18

<200

<27

100

13

180

25
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Comfort Analysis & resultsAnalysis & results

-0.19-0.19
PMV

-0.09-0.09
PMV

-0.26-0.26
PMV

-0.12-0.12
PMV

Comfort scoreComfort score
The comfort score is based on the Predicted Mean Vote. This is an empirical based prediction method that scores the most probable sensation of building 
occupants compared to a neutral level of temperature, air speed, relative humidity, amount of light and sight to outside. It also takes into account the metabolic 

rate and expected clothing insulation. The PMV comfort score is based on the ISO7730 standard.

72%72%
of time 

comfortable

82%82%
of time 

comfortable

66%66%
of time 

comfortable

78%78%
of time 

comfortable

Best result of comfort of variant #10 and 45/55 open-closed
Total score of comfortTotal score of comfort  in PMV and amount of time comfortablein PMV and amount of time comfortable

Variant 21#
70/30 open-closed

Variant #10 
70/30 open-closed

Variant 21# 
45/55 open-closed

Variant #10 
45/55 open-closed
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Materiality score Analysis & resultsAnalysis & results

!!The scores above are preliminary and currently under 
research with the Municipality of Amsterdam!!

COCO22 score score
Above two materiality scores are mentioned, the first is an UEV (Unit Emergy Value) which defines the exact environmental energy (MJ) used to get te material 
in place, in this model translated to a MPG. The IPG score defines a shadow price of a combination of energy use in the building and to produce the material. 
Because both methods build on existing methods for Energy Performance and Materials Performance of Buildings it provides an easily applicable method that 

allows optimised building design with respect to environmental impacts.

0.570.57
€/m2/year

MPGMPG

3.523.52
€/m2/year

IPGIPG

0.0.  4444
€/m2/year

MPGMPG

2.312.31
€/m2/year

IPGIPG

0.620.62
€/m2/year

MPGMPG

3.563.56
€/m2/year

IPGIPG

0.0.  4747
€/m2/year

MPGMPG

2.332.33
€/m2/year

IPGIPG

Total score of MPG and IPG with roof PV setting of 30˚ and variant #10Total score of MPG and IPG with roof PV setting of 30˚ and variant #10
Best IPG result of Fermacell screed floor and 45/55 open-closed

Normal screed floor
70/30 open-closed

Fermacell screed floor
70/30 open-closed

Normal screed floor
45/55 open-closed

Fermacell screed floor
45/55 open-closed
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Self Shading Hours Analysis & resultsAnalysis & results

Self Shading HoursSelf Shading Hours
A building shades itself due to the shape of geometry. The graphic illustratesthe amount of shade time in deifferetn areas of the building both on 

the slabs and wall components. This is an avergae time period of shading for the whole year. 

Building’s self shading 
shadow range from 06:00- 20:00 hrs

North side view 

South side view 

Hours

8.0<

7.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

<0.0
hrs./day

2 8640 10 14

Shadow

The average Shadow hours for 

the period from 19th of February 

till the 21st of October fullfils 

the requirement provided by TNO 

light standard to have shadow 

for  >2 Hrs.

7.17.1
hrs

Shadow
Average number of hours

6.56.5
hrs./day

Solar Hours
Average hours for one day

The average Shadow hours 

for the period from 19th of 

February till the 21st of October 

fullfils the requirement provided 

by TNO light standard to have 

shadow for  >2 Hrs.

Exposure to sunlight
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Sunlight Hours Analysis & resultsAnalysis & results

Sunlight HoursSunlight Hours
The amount of sunlight hours is time period for which a window recieves sunlight on average for all days in a year. The sunlight is based on an mixed sky 

situation, meaning that the simulation is sometimes cloudy and sometimes sunny, giving an average Dutch weather day. The sunlight hours simulation is based 
on LEEDv4.

Total score amount of sunlight in hoursTotal score amount of sunlight in hours

9.89.8
hours/week

10.110.1
hours/week

7.97.9
hours/week

8.28.2
hours/week

Best result of sunlight hours with variant #10 and 70/30 open-closed

Variant #21
70/30 open-closed

Variant #10 
70/30 open-closed

Variant #21 
45/55 open-closed

Variant #10 
45/55 open-closed

hrs./day
24 96 19272 168480 144 <240120 216



info@omrt.tech
+31 (0)6 22 27 62 39

www.omrt.tech

Contact us for more informationContact us for more information

Optimising the built environment by digital solutions


